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The Tour
The tour began in the main entrance foyer to the
building where the purpose of the building and
the links to Titanic were explained to the children.
They were asked to try to spot all of the different elements
of the building that reminded them of a ship.

As at the Grand Opera House, the rows of seats provided the children
with a racetrack and many of the children experienced the building at
speed. The Waterfront Hall and the surrounding landscaping are home to
a number of works of public art owned by the Arts Council of Northern
Ireland. The Sheep on the Road, 1991, by Deborah Brown at the main
building entrance proved very popular as seats for the children and the
photographic exhibition of Belfast revealed just how much the children
had learnt from the previous buildings, picking out obscure pictures of
both the Grand Opera House and the Linenhall Library.

As the tour continued, Adam – our guide-led all of the children
onto the glazed floor between the auditorium and the gallery and
without warning, jumped up and landed with a start on the glass.
Although he meant to make all of the children jump, while the
children remained unfazed, Jenny seemed to get the fright of her life!
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One of the children, who had been on the previous tours, pointed out
that the colour used to paint a section of the new extension to the
Grand Opera House reflected the colour of the some of the elements
within the Waterfront Hall, and also the colour of the domed roofs
of the City Hall, which can be seen from the upper floors of the
Waterfront. To hear a child make such a profound comment about
their environment was really exciting. Often we tend to look at things
without actually seeing them properly and the insight of a child
of seven really opened the eyes of all of the adults on the tour.

“ Adam told
us it was
meant to be
like a boat…
it reminded
me of the
Titanic film”
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Oonagh, age 11
Jessica, age 6
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The view from the courts from the café
Adam explains the history of the building
The girls ask if the building has a ghost
The stage is set up for a graduation ceremony

Meibh, age 9
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